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Provide some brief insights and 
lessons from behaviour change

Consider how this could relate to 
low carbon projects

Workshop session 

Overview



Why do we need to think about 

behaviours in our low carbon 

projects?



Low Carbon Retrofit: Before



Low Carbon Retrofit: After



• The buildings change

• …But how carbon / energy is used hasn’t;
– …or it has changed in a high carbon way

• What else needs to be done to make savings – what 
are we missing?
– Is the retrofit seen as the solution, or part of the solution 

• Our target carbon savings wont be made unless we 
think about energy saving and behaviours holistically

• How can we do this?

The challenge



Some v. brief thoughts from 

behaviour change theory…



• Many behavioural approaches start with values and 
attitudes as core drivers of behaviour

– But we don’t act in line with our values & attitudes: there’s 
a ‘gap’

• Practice/ models show that other factors count:
– Habits, norms, social factors, past behaviours, situational 

factors etc.

Values Beliefs and Attitudes

There’s more to understanding and changing 

behaviours than shifting “hearts and minds”



• Focuses on our (ir)rational decision making 
processes

• We change the ‘environment’ in which decisions 
are made to shift behaviour
– Influencing our automatic and reflective thinking

• It works … most of the time

• But:
– Is it transformative? 

– Does it understand and work on all the factors that 
lever change?

What about nudging…?



Should we always start from 

people making decisions?

Cycling to 
work



• Objects and infrastructure ‘act’ upon us and 

shape our behaviours

• Behaviours are constantly changing over time 

and are interrelated

• We need to think about and things as well 

as people

Practice thinking tells us 

that...



• We need to go beyond considering 

knowledge, attitudes and values

• We can shape behaviours by nudging, but this 

may not transform behaviours

• We need to think about how the ‘material 

world’ shapes and locks-in our behaviours

Some key lessons

Placing a holistic understanding of behaviours at 

the centre of our planning and intervention 

development is essential



ISM is a route to achieve this



Introducing ISM:

…a head, in a circle, in a square

Demonstrates the 

inter-relationship 

between behaviours 

and ‘the material’

Highlights that 

multiple factors  

contribute to 

behaviours



Applying ISM to a project



Plan out a 
project

Evaluate a 
project

Monitor 
progress

Understand 
a system of 

delivery

You can use ISM to:



• Just a nudge?

Reducing Disposable Coffee Cup 

Use at the Parliament



Reducing Disposable Coffee 

Cup Use: Factors

Fashionable, 

normal to use

Disposable 

cups positioned 

prominently

Engrained habits

Cups recyclable, so 

OK to use

Need to 

carry drinks 

safely

No incentive to change



Reducing Disposable Coffee 

Cup Use: Interventions 

Green Team / 

leaders directly 

engaging

Keep-cups 

issued

Habits challenged at 

point of purchase

Baristas 

communicating and 

promoting

Donation 

box as a 

visible cue

Cost introduced;

Loyalty scheme



• Can you use ISM to 

view your carbon 

reduction projects in 

a new way?

– Brainstorm your top 

three

– Vote on one at your 

table

– Map the factors

Our challenge today
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